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Use of word processing software
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To avoid unnecessary errors you are strongly advised to use the 'spell-check' and 'grammar-check' functions of your word processor.

Article structure

Subdivision - unnumbered sections

Divide your article into clearly defined sections. Each subsection is given a brief heading. Each heading should appear on its own separate line. Subsections should be used as much as possible when cross-referencing text: refer to the subsection by heading as opposed to simply 'the text'.

Introduction

State the objectives of the work and provide an adequate background, avoiding a detailed literature survey or a summary of the results.

Material and methods

Provide sufficient details to allow the work to be reproduced by an independent researcher. Methods that are already published should be summarized, and indicated by a reference. If quoting directly from a previously published method, use quotation marks and also cite the source. Any modifications to existing methods should also be described.

Results

Results should be clear and concise.

Discussion

This should explore the significance of the results of the work, not repeat them. A combined Results and Discussion section is often appropriate. Avoid extensive citations and discussion of published literature.

Conclusions

The main conclusions of the study may be presented in a short Conclusions section, which may stand alone or form a subsection of a Discussion or Results and Discussion section.
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**Brief Summary**
For Original Articles and Reviews, on a separate page, provide a brief summary of no more than 75 words, which will appear in the online contents listing (and in the print issue for the e-only articles section, if applicable) to inform readers of the principal contents of each paper. For Case Reports, Images in Medicine, and Brief Rapid Reports, a 60-word summary should be provided.

**Abstract**
On a separate page provide an abstract of no more than 250 words (for Original Articles, Quality Improvement Articles, Study Design Papers, Reviews, and Systematic Review/Meta-analysis) or 100 words (for Emerging Evidence and Case Reports) that summarizes the study and conclusions, with clinical implications indicated as appropriate. Original Articles, Quality Improvement Articles, Study Design Papers and Systematic Review/Meta-analysis should have a structured abstract, with the following sections: Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions. Abstracts for Review articles, while the same length (250 word maximum), should be unstructured (no Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions headings). In all Case Reports, conclude the abstract with a succinct sentence that summarizes the most novel finding(s) and/or contributions of the paper and its (their) relevance.

**Manuscript Text**
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